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Top EU humanitarian official: The world can't afford to forget Mali

Brussels (dpa Insight) - Europe and the international community "can't afford to
forget Mali," the European Union's top humanitarian official said Tuesday on the
eve of an international donor conference in Brussles for the war-torn West African
country.

   Brussels (dpa Insight) - Europe and the international community "can't afford to
 forget Mali," the European Union's top humanitarian official said Tuesday on the
 eve of an international donor conference in Brussles for the war-torn West African
 country.

   The "Together for a new Mali" conference aims to raise around 2 billion euros
 to finance a recovery programme, EU Humanitarian Aid Commissioner Kristalina
 Georgieva, said in an interview with dpa Insight EU. The Malian goverment hopes to
 raise separately 2,3 billion euros.   

   "The figure is quite ambitious, but we can do it," Georgieva said ahead of the
 conference scheduled for Wednesday.
 
   In February the EU announced it would unfreeze millions of euros in development
 aid for Mali after authorities in the West African country adopted a political
 roadmap to pave the way for elections and restore democracy following a March 2012
 military coup 

   Recent EU figures show almost half a million Malians are displaced: 300.000 in
 Mali and around 175.000 in Mauritania, Niger and Burkina Faso.

   Some 103 delegations are expected to attend the donor conference, including some
 10 heads of state and government - among them Mali's President Dioncounda Traore
 and his French counterpart, Francois Hollande.

   "Rebuilding Mali is a long road. The donor conference means just a first step,
 because to return to a normal life you need basic things: electricity, sanitation,
 water, schools and health care," Georgieva said. 

   "We also want to convey a message to those who run away from the country: we want
 you to feel that your country has a future, come back," she added.

   Georgieva said she expected "strong support" from the international community.
 "We want to avoid that Mali becomes a forgotten conflict" she told dpa Insight EU. 

   "Stability in Mali, and in Sahel region, means also stability for the world",
 Georgieva stressed. We saw what happened when the international community was
 complacent in Somalia or in Afghanistan ... and that lesson is clearly learnt. We
 don't want to witness the same in Mali." she said. 

   The target of 4.3 billion euros is "indeed a big objective not only to raise, but
 also to absorb," she said. The amount could possibly be in the form of a mixture of



 grants and loans, pledged, among other actors, by the World Bank and by regional
 development banks.
  
   The international aid would represent a boost for the whole of the Sahel,
 the southern Sahara region that has been afflicted by a series of droughts and
 conflicts, EU officials said.

   The EU wants to prioritize the establishment of peace and restoring of democracy
 in Mali, however some 250 million euros in European aid would also be used to help
 boost food security, water and sanitation and to help relaunch the economy.

   The situation in Mali remains tense with the parliament last month extending a
 state of emergency. In January French forces were deployed in the country to push
 back Islamist militants who had taken control of the North. 

   A presidential election has been set for July 7 and a legislative vote will take
 place later that month.
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